Introduction
- PubMed is an influential search engine for biomedical literature
- Launched in 1996, PubMed records mostly date back to 1966
- Many reviews and research articles begin with a PubMed search, making it an essential source of knowledge

Objective of the Study
How have ‘Chinese Hospitals’ appeared in the scientific literature over time?

Methods
- Literature review on PubMed
- Annotated bibliography of articles
- Categorize articles and catalog in Excel with keywords and author information
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Results
- PubMed: 366 articles found, 1981-2020
- Annotated bibliography completed from 1981-2015

Discussion
- Articles regarding Chinese hospitals have increased in prevalence over time, and will likely continue to do so
- Content of articles varies
  - Majority of articles discuss biomedical research, but many are on non-medical subjects

Questions
- Which institutions and/or geographic locations are represented on PubMed most often?
- How will the content of articles on ‘Chinese Hospitals’ change in the future?
- Which articles are not found by a literature review of ‘Chinese hospitals’?

Conclusion
Research on ‘Chinese hospitals’ represent a substantial body of information about medical and non-medical topics in the modern day.